Abstract. We study non-preemptive, online admission control in the hard deadline model: each job must be either serviced prior to its deadline, or be rejected. Our setting consists of a single resource that services an online sequence of jobs; each job has a length indicating the length of time for which it needs the resource, and a delay indicating the maximum time it can wait for the service to be started. The goal is to maximize total resource utilization. We obtain a series of results, under varying assumptions of job lengths and delays.
Introduction
Online scheduling is an important problem area, with diverse applications. In this paper, we consider a scheduling framework where jobs have a hard deadline, meaning any job not serviced by its deadline is lost. Jobs arrive online, and must be scheduled non-preemptively. While much of the classical work on scheduling has been done in an o ine setting, online scheduling is becoming especially important in high-speed network applications. The scheduling with hard deadlines models some interesting problems in providing Quality-of-Service (QoS) in shared packet-switched networks, as well as high bandwidth multimedia applications. For instance, in a packet-switched network such as the Internet, multiple tra c streams pass through a network of switching nodes (routers). Each node implements a service discipline (scheduling algorithm) for forwarding the incoming packets to outbound links. Due to the highly variable tra c rates (from few bits to several megabits per second) and packet sizes (from few bytes to several kilobytes), simple schedulers such as FIFO and round robin can fail miserably and fail to provide the bandwidth fairness and worst-case latency bounds. Packets in a latency-sensitive tra c stream such as video must be delivered within a small window, or else be dropped|the latency window corresponds to the maximum permissible delay at a router. (In these applications, delivering packets late has a worse e ect than simply dropping the packets.) Similarly, in such emerging applications as video-on-demand, a useful model for requests is where users specify a window of time during which the delivery is acceptable. Table 1 . Summary of Results. We require that k is a real number greater than 1 and that c is a known integer.
Online scheduling in these applications can be used for admission control, accepting some requests and rejecting others with the goal of maximizing the total resource utilization. The requests or packets must be serviced online in these applications since the future arrival sequence is generally not known. We use competitive analysis 4 to measure the quality of our algorithms 12, 10, 6]; we consider both deterministic as well as randomized algorithms.
Our Results
In earlier work, admission control algorithms have allowed preemption 8, 9] , however, newer technologies seem to favor non-preemption. In particular, high speed networks based on packet switching technology (e.g. Asynchronous Transfer Mode) are connection oriented, meaning that resources are reserved during a call set up, and the overhead of this setup makes preemption highly undesirable. ATM networks are well-suited for latency-sensitive real-time tra c, such as video, voice, and multimedia. Consequently, there has been considerable recent work on non-preemptive admission control 1, 11, 3, 2, 4, 7] . Our work is most closely related to, and a generalization of, Lipton and Tomkins 11] . Our main results are summarized in Table 1. (By appropriate scaling, we can assume that the shortest job has length one. Uniform delay means that jobs of the same length have the same delay. The competitive ratios in all cases except for the rst two are expected|the algorithms for the unit length jobs are deterministic, while all others are randomized.)
The unit length jobs may seem arti cial but, in the networking context, they correspond to packet lengths, and therefore are well-suited to ATM where all packets have the same xed size (53 bytes). Thus the special case of all jobs having the same length under the arbitrary delay model is of great interest. Also, it seems quite reasonable in this setting to require that there is a minimum delay. For other networking protocols and in the example of a video server, the jobs will have di erent lengths. As the table shows, for these settings we are able to get stronger results by enforcing uniform delays; this seems like a reasonable way to treat equal-length jobs.
When all jobs have unit length, we prove that the (deterministic) strategy of choosing the available job with the earliest deadline rst is strongly 2-competitive. (Note that this does not mean that jobs are scheduled in the earliest deadline order|a future job may have deadline sooner than an already scheduled job.) Strong-competitiveness means that no deterministic algorithm can do better in a worst-case. If randomized algorithms are permitted, then we can show a lower bound of 4=3 for the expected competitive ratio. When all the jobs have equal length and the minimum delay is at least the job length, then we prove that our greedy algorithm is 3=2-competitive.
When jobs have one of the two known lengths (1 and k > 1), we give a randomized algorithm that is 4-competitive. Additionally, if the delays are uniform, meaning that equal-length jobs have the same maximum delay, we give a randomized algorithm that is 1 + dke k -competitive. For k an integer, this algorithm is strongly 2-competitive. This generalizes the result of Lipton and Tomkins 11] , who consider jobs with no delays, and settles an open question of their paper. There are instances (a large number of jobs arriving at roughly the same time, but each with a large allowable delay) where the optimal solution with delays is signi cantly better than that with no delays. While Feldmann et. al 7] show that there are worst-case inputs where delay does not help, we believe that in practice delay will help increase the resource utilization signi cantly. Finally, we extend our results to jobs of multiple lengths.
Previous Work
Our work is most closely related to the work of Lipton and Tomkins 11] and Awerbuch, Bartal, Fiat, and R osen 3]. The paper of Lipton and Tomkins 11] considers scheduling without delays, and we extend their work by considering several models of delays. If all delays are set to zero, our results achieve the same performance as 11]. Finally, our results can be combined with the methods of Awerbuch et. al 3] to handle routing on a tree network or the situation in which the bandwidth of the requests can vary.
The paper by Awerbuch, Bartal, Fiat, and R osen 3] considers admission control for tree networks. Again, no delays are allowed, meaning a request must be either scheduled immediately or rejected. They present a general technique called \classify-and-randomly-select" that randomly selects a bandwidth b, length`, and bene t f, all of which are powers of 2. The algorithm then rejects all requests that do not have bandwidth between b and 2b, length between`and 2`, and bene t between f and 2f. They rst give an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for the case of a tree network of n nodes where all calls use the maximum bandwidth, have in nite length, and equal bene ts. Then by using the classifyand-randomly-select paradigm they allow any of the other parameters to vary with a multiplicative increase of log , where is the ratio of the largest to smallest value for the parameter being varied. While the classify-and-randomlyselect algorithm is simple and has provably good worst-case performance, in practice it seems unlikely that one would want an admission control algorithm that rejects all calls whose length is less than`or greater than 2`. In real-life, a rejected user is quitelikely to immediately re-issue another request, forcing poor behavior. Allowing users to specify a maximum delay would eliminate such behavior. Our algorithm is also more natural for real-life use since it does not pre-select the lengths of the requests to accept.
Finally, Feldmann et. al 7] consider scheduling jobs with delays for a network that is a linear array of n nodes. They show that in some cases xed length delays do not help. When delay is at most a constant multiple of the job length, they give request sequences where the competitive ratio between the amount of time the resource is used by an on-line algorithm with delays to the amount of time the resource is used by an o -line algorithm with no delays is (lg n). They also consider in nite delays, and try to optimize either the total completion time for all jobs, or the maximum delay between a job's arrival and its start of service. They present a O(log n)-competitive greedy strategy for these measures on a n-node tree for requests of arbitrary bandwidth.
Preliminaries
Scheduling Model. A job (or call) J consists of a triple of positive real numbers ha J ; jJj; w J i, where a J is the arrival time, jJj is the length, and w J is the maximum wait time for job J. That is, job J must be started during the interval a J ; a J + w J ). A problem instance is a nite set S of jobs to be scheduled. We say that a schedule S is feasible if no two jobs are running at the same time.
We de ne the gain of a schedule to be P J2 jJj. That is, it is the amount of time in which the resource is scheduled. (If clients are charged a rate per minute of usage, then the gain accurately re ects the pro t of the schedule.) In the uniform delay model, the delay of each job is a function of the job's length. The only property of the uniform delay model used in our proofs is that jobs of the same length have the same delay. We also consider the arbitrary delay model in which each job can specify its own delay without any restrictions. Method of Analysis. Our scheduling algorithms use randomization and thus we study their expected performance. We use G A (S) to denote the expected gain of algorithm A on a problem instance S. The gain of algorithm A on a particular job J 2 S is de ned as G A (J) = P Pr J 2 ] jJj, where the probability that occurs is with respect to the algorithm A. We let G A (S) = Property (1) is easily enforced. In order to achieve Property (2), we show that any schedule produced by our algorithm belongs to one of k cases. We prove that for each job J 2 and each case C i , E Ci gain(J)] jJj=r. It follows that G A (S) P J2 jJj r = Gopt(S) r . Properties (1) and (2) imply that our algorithm is r-competitive. Although a similar proof structure was used by Lipton and Tomkins, the assignment from jobs in S to the jobs in are more complicated here because we allow delays.
In particular, a job can be run at di erent times (potentially overlapping) in di erent legal schedules (including and ), which complicates our proofs.
Unit Length Jobs
When no delays are allowed and all jobs have the same length, the greedy strategy of scheduling the jobs in the order of arrival is easily shown to be optimal. The problem becomes more complicated if arbitrary delays are allowed even if all jobs have the same length. The following theorem establishes lower bounds on the competitive ratio achievable by any online algorithm for this case. Without loss of generality, assume that all jobs have unit length. Theorem1. Consider the task of scheduling jobs of unit length where each job can specify an arbitrary delay. No deterministic algorithm can be c-competitive for c < 2, and no randomized algorithm can be c-competitive for c < 4=3.
Proof. Let scenario S 1 consists of two jobs: J 1 arrives at time 0 and has a wait time of 1.25, and J 2 arrives at time .25 and has zero wait time. Scenario S 2 also has two jobs: J 1 is same as before, but J 2 arrives at time 1 and has zero wait time. Suppose a scheduling algorithm A schedules J 1 at time t = 0 with probability p. (If A is deterministic, then p 2 f0; 1g.) Then G A (S 1 ) = p 1 + (1 ? p) 2 = 2 ? p, and G A (S 2 ) = p 2 + (1 ? p) 1 = 1 + p. The optimal schedule in each case has gain of 2. Thus, the competitive ratio for A is at least u t Let Greedy denote the following algorithm. At any time t, let Q(t) be the set of all available jobs, meaning jobs J such that a J t < a J + w J . If the resource is free at time t and Q(t) 6 = ;, we schedule the job in Q(t) that minimizes (a J + w J ) ? t; that is, the job with the smallest wait time remaining. Greedy is strongly 2-competitive among all deterministic algorithms (proof omitted).
Theorem 2. When jobs have unit lengths and arbitrary delays, Greedy is a strongly 2-competitive deterministic algorithm.
We now consider when the minimum wait time is at least 1, the length of the jobs. This proof uses a di erent technique than that used in our other proofs. Theorem 3. When jobs have unit lengths and wait times of at least one, Greedy is a 3 2 -competitive deterministic algorithm.
Proof Sketch. Consider the schedule produced by Greedy, and call the periods during which the resource is continuously in use the busy periods of . Label these periods as 1 ; 2 ; : : :; m , and let b i and e i , respectively, denote the times at which i begins and ends. Partition the job sequence S into classes S 1 ; S 2 ; : : :; S m , where S i consists of exactly those jobs that arrived during the period b i ; e i ). Observe that Greedy schedules only jobs from S i during i , and the job queue is empty at t = e i .
We consider an arbitrary busy period i , and partition the jobs in S i scheduled by into three classes: (1) L i S i , the jobs scheduled in after the time e i ; (2) R i S i , jobs in that are not in ; (3) jobs common to and during i . Use the mnemonic \lazy" for L and \rush" for R: jobs in L i have their deadlines past e i , while all the jobs in R i have their deadlines before e i |otherwise the job queue of wouldn't be empty at e i . Let l i and r i denote the cardinality of L i and R i , and let k i = j i j be the length of i in units of jobs. Then, it is clear that the total length of the jobs in S i scheduled by cannot exceed either k i + l i or k i + r i . Therefore, the competitive ratio of is min ki+li ki ; ki+ri ki .
If l i k i =2, then the competitive ratio during i is 3=2, and the proof is complete. Otherwise, we show that r i k i =2 must hold. Consider a rush job J r in . We claim that J r cannot overlap two lazy jobs in . Suppose it did, and let L and L 0 be the two jobs overlapping J r . Since i is a busy period, jobs L and L 0 run consecutively, and let t; t+1; t+2 denote the time at the start of L, the end of L, and the end of L 0 . Since the job J r has a minimum delay of 1, it must be eligible to run either at t or at t+1 (if it arrives during (t; t+1), then it can run at t + 1, and if arrives before t, then it can run at t). Since J r is a rush job, its deadline expires before e i , while both L and L 0 have their deadlines after e i , we get a contradiction that Greedy schedules jobs in the order of earliest deadline rst. Thus, we have the inequality r i k i ?l i . Since l i > k i =2, we get r i < k i =2, which gives the desired upper bound of 3=2 on the competitive ratio. Since the ratio holds for all busy periods of , it holds for the entire schedule. u t
Jobs of Two Lengths
We present a 4-competitive algorithm when each job can have one of two lengths, 1 and k (for any real k > 1). If the delays are uniform, rather than arbitrary, then we show that our algorithm is 1 + dke k -competitive. We refer to the length-1 jobs as short jobs, and length-k jobs as long jobs. Let the short jobs be S 1 ; : : :; S m in their order of arrival; similarly, let the long jobs be labeled L 1 ; : : :; L n , where L i arrives after L i?1 . We use J i to denote a job that could be of either length. Note that in this result, the competitive ratio does not depend on the ratio between the longest and shortest job.
Our scheduling algorithm, Schedule-Two-Lengths uses a queue Q 1 (respectively, Q k ) for short jobs (respectively, long jobs) that have arrived and are still waiting to be scheduled. Within each queue, the jobs are given priorities in decreasing order of the last time at which the job can be started. Whenever the resource is not in use (i.e. either unscheduled or virtually scheduled) and Q k is not empty, we schedule the highest priority job from Q k . If Q k is empty and Q 1 is not empty then with probability 1/2 the short job of the highest priority from Q 1 is scheduled and otherwise it is virtually scheduled. To simplify our proofs, if a short job is virtually scheduled, we remove it from Q 1 even if its wait time has not expired. Clearly, in practice one would leave it on Q 1 allowing it to still be scheduled. It is easily seen that this optimization can only improve the resource utilization. Also we assume that, if possible, two jobs in are scheduled so that the one with the earlier deadline is rst.
We now prove that Schedule-TwoLengths is 4-competitive. Our proof is presented in a more general form than necessary to ease the transition to the case of arbitrary length jobs (which is given in the next section). For the schedule , we de ne the following graphs. For jobs of length`(which is either 1 or k) we construct a graph G`= (V`; E`) as follows Since a long job can cover at most k short jobs, it is easily seen that for each job J 2 , P Jj A (J; J j ) jJj. To prove that Schedule-Two-Lengths is 4-competitive we show that for all jobs J in the expected value of the assignment to J is at least jJj=4. Theorem 4. Schedule-Two-Lengths is 4-competitive under arbitrary delays. Proof Sketch. We show that E gain(J)] jJj=4, for each J 2 . Case 1: J is a short job S j 2 . Let t be the time when S j starts in . We partition the set of feasible schedules based on the following conditions: C 1a : A short job S i is considered (removed from Q 1 and a coin ipped) during the interval (t?1; t]. With probability 1=2, S i is scheduled thus blocking S j . Since A (S i ; S j ) = 1=2, E C1a gain(S j )] (1=2)(1=2) = 1=4. C 1b : A long job L i is considered during the interval (t ? k; t]. Since L i runs with probability 1 and A (L i ; S j ) = 1=4, E C1b gain(S j )] 1=4. C 1c : If neither of the above occur, then both queues must be empty at time t.
However, S j runs in at time t and thus it must have been removed from Q 1 because it was considered earlier. Thus with probability 1=2, S j runs in which case A (S j ; S j ) = 1=2. So E C1c gain(S j )] (1=2)(1=2) = 1=4.
Case 2: J is a long job L j 2 . Let t be the time when L j starts in . We partition the set of schedules based on the following conditions:
C 2a : A short job S is considered during the interval (t ? 1; t]. Q k must be empty when S was considered, yet by time t, job L j arrives. Let L be the rst long job to arrive after S was considered. (Job L could be L j or a di erent long job that arrives before L j .) With probability 1=2, job S is virtually scheduled and thus L runs in when it arrives. Since A (L; L j ) = k=2, E C2a gain(S j )] (1=2)(k=2) = k=4. C 2b : A long job L i is considered during the interval (t ? k; t]. Since L i runs with probability 1 and A (L i ;
C 2c : If neither of the above occur, then both queues must be empty at time t. However, L j runs in at time t and thus must have been removed from Q k when considered earlier. The maximum amount of L j is assigned to other jobs when L j covers k short jobs (k=4 assigned) and blocks a long job (k=2 assigned). Thus A (L j ; L j ) k ? (k=2 + k=4) = k=4. u t i 1 Fig. 2 . A backward chain. Note that jobs of other lengths can be interleaved within the chain. Also the jobs in could be scheduled or virtually scheduled.
We now consider the model of uniform delays: all jobs in the same class (short or long) have the same delay. In this case, we can assume that schedules jobs of the same class in the order of their arrival: if J and J 0 are two same length jobs in , then equal delay implies that they can be ordered by their arrival time. Observe that also schedules the jobs in this order. We say a chain is a backward chain if each job blocks one that arrives before it. First, notice that P Jj A (J; J j ) jJj, for each job J 2 . Short jobs clearly satisfy the constraint. A long job can cover at most k short jobs and block one long job, and hence the total assigned value from Assignments 2 and 3 is 2k= , which is at most k since 2. We now prove that E gain(S j )] jS j j= for each S j 2 . Case 1: We consider when S j 2 is a short job. As in the last proof, let t be the time S j . C 1a : A short job S i is considered during the interval (t ? 1; t] . Here E C1a gain(S j )] = 1=2 1= . C 1b : A long job L i is considered during the interval (t?k; t]. Since A (L i ; S j ) = 1= , E C1b gain(S j )] 1= . C 1c : Both queues are empty at time t and thus S j was considered earlier. We now argue that S j is the head of a backwards chain in G 1 . If S j does not block a short job in then S j is a singleton chain. Suppose that S j blocks S j 0. Then since S j 0 is before S j in and there are uniform delays, we know that S j 0 arrived before S j . Thus S j 0 must be considered in before S j (or otherwise it would have been considered instead of S j at time S j ). So we must eventually reach a short job S i that is considered in yet blocks no short job. Thus S T is the tail of the chain with head S j . Since only Assignment 4 applies for S T , A (S T ; S j ) = 1. S T runs with probability 1=2, and thus E C1c gain(S j )] 1=2 1= .
Case 2: We consider when L j 2 is a long job. Let t be time L j . C 2a : A short job S is considered during the interval (t?1; t], and thus Q k was empty when S was considered. Let L be the rst long job to arrive after S was considered. With probability 1=2, job S is virtually scheduled and thus L runs in when it arrives. L cannot block or cover any short jobs since there is less than one unit between its arrival time and t. Since we have uniform delays, L's deadline must have passed by time t or otherwise would have scheduled it instead of L j . Thus L 6 2 , and hence there is a chain in G k with head L followed by L j . Since L 6 2 , all of the unassigned portions of L are assigned to L j . Thus A (L; L j ) = k and hence E C2a gain(S j )] (1=2)k = k=2 k= . C 2b : A long job L i is considered during (t ? k; t]. E C2b gain(L j )] k= . C 2c : Both queues are empty at time t and thus L j was considered earlier.
Using an argument as in Case 1c, it follows that L j is the head of a backwards chain in G k . Let L T be the tail of the chain. The only portions of L T not assigned to L j are the 1= units assigned to each of the at most dke short jobs covered or blocked by L T . Thus E C2c gain(S j )] k ? dke = k ? dke
The lower bound of 2 given by Lipton and Tomkins 11] holds here (since all delays could be zero), thus we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Schedule-Two-Lengths is strongly 2-competitive in the uniform delay model when the ratio, k, between the length of a long job and the length of a short job is an integer.
Arbitrary Length Jobs
In this section we consider jobs that can have any length, but the maximum length of a job is known to the algorithm; as usual, we assume that the shortest job has length 1. We rst consider the case when job lengths are powers of 2, namely, 1; 2; 4; : ::; 2 c , for some known constant c. While our algorithm is similar to the Marriage Algorithm of Lipton and Tomkins 11], our analysis is completely di erent. Note that the classify-and-randomly-select paradigm 3] in this case would just pick one randomly selected length to schedule. Our approach, in contrast, seems much more reasonable in practice: though there is a bias in favor of longer jobs, shorter length jobs also have a chance of being scheduled. Following Schedule-Two-Lengths we maintain a queue Q`for jobs of length 2`. We favor the longer jobs in that (1) the probability of scheduling a job of length 2`is 1=(c+1?`), and (2) whenever the resource is available we schedule or virtually schedule the longest job available. During the period a job J is virtually scheduled, it prevents jobs of the same length or shorter jobs from running, but not longer ones. Our algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . 6 We now prove that this algorithm is 3(c+1)-competitive. As in Schedule-TwoLengths we use a graph for jobs of each length. Instead of using G 2`= (V 2`; E 2`) for the graph corresponding to jobs of length 2`we use G`= (V`; E`) for 0 ` c. For each job of length 2`there is a vertex in V`. If a scheduled or virtually scheduled job J i blocks J j where jJ i j = jJ j j = 2`then the edge (J i ; J j ) is placed in E`. For a given schedule , we make the following assignments based on G`(for 0 ` c). Unless otherwise given, the length of job J i is 2`i. Since the sum of the lengths of the jobs covered by J i is at most 2`i, it follows that P Jj2 A (J i ; J j ) jJ i j, for each J i 2 .
Theorem 8. Schedule-General-Delays is 3(c+1)-competitive if job lengths are in the set f1; 2; 4; : ::; 2 c g, for some known constant c. Proof Sketch. We prove that E gain(J)] jJj 3(c+1) for each J 2 . Let J i be the last job considered in before time t = J j . We consider the following : C 1 :`i <`j and J i is considered during the interval (t ? 2`i; t]. Let J be the rst job of length`j to arrive after J i is considered. In the worst case, our algorithm might consider a job of length`i;`i + 1; : : :;`j ? 1 before considering J. For J to run, the other jobs considered (at most one per length) must be virtually scheduled and then J must be scheduled. The above argument can be applied to show that any job considered would be scheduled with probability at least 1=(c + 1). Since A (J; J j ) = 2`j=3,
C 2 :`i `j and J i is considered during the interval (t ? 2`i; t]. Since the probability that J i runs is at least 1=(c + 1), and A (J i ; J j ) = 2`i=3,
. C 3 : All queues are empty at time t. This case occurs if neither of the above do. Since Q j is empty, J j was considered earlier and ran with probability 1=(c + 1). At most 2`j=3 of J j is assigned by Assignment 1, and 2`j=3 of J j is assigned to the job it blocks (if any) by Assignment 2. Thus A (J j ; J j ) 2`j ? (2`j=3 + 2`j=3) = 2`j=3. Thus E C3 gain(J j )] The only modi cation needed in Schedule-General-Delays is to treat job J like a job of length 2 dlg jJje . Two key observations used in the proof are that (1) each job J 2 has true length that is at least 1=2 of 2 dlg jJje , and (2) if job J 2 is shorter than 2 dlg jJje then we can apply the excess that has been assigned to J to any other jobs (or portions thereof) that run in between J and J + 2 dlg jJje . u t
We now consider the special case when there are uniform delays. Let J i be the last job considered in before time t = J j . We consider the following cases.
C 1 :`i <`j and J i is considered during the interval (t ? 2`i; t]. Let J be the rst job of length`j to arrive after J i is considered. As in the proof of Theorem 8, the probability that J runs is 1=(c + 1). Since there are uniform delays J's deadline must have expired by time t (or would have scheduled it). Thus J 6 2 , and hence J j is in a chain with head J followed by J j . So, in Assignment 3, all excess from J is assigned to J j . Finally, since J can cover jobs of length at most 2`i 2`j ?1 and blocks J j , it follows that A (J; J j ) 2`j? 
Concluding Remarks
We have presented upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio for nonpreemptive, online admission control in the hard deadline model.
There are many interesting open questions raised by our work. In the model of unit length jobs with arbitrary delays, we have a lower bound (for randomized algorithms) of 4=3 on the competitive ration. Yet the best algorithm we've given is Greedy, which is a deterministic algorithm that is 2-competitive. Can randomization be used to obtain a better result? Can the lower bound be improved? Another interesting open question is to study the o -line problem of scheduling unit length jobs with arbitrary delays in the hard deadline model: Is there a polynomial time algorithm to nd an optimal solution, or is this a NP-hard problem? While there is signi cant work on o -line scheduling, none addresses the hard deadline model.
While we have lower bounds to demonstrate that the competitive ratios of Schedule-TwoLengths and Schedule-With-General-Delays are asymptotically tight (in both the uniform and arbitrary delay models), the constants may not be tight. Thus another open problem is to try to develop matching upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio for the various settings we considered.
Finally, another direction of study is to associate an additional payo parameter with each job, which is the amount that a job is willing to pay for being scheduled. (In our current work, the implicit payo was always equal to the length of the job.) Under this model a job that has a very short delay could provide a high payment to increase the chance that it is scheduled.
